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1. Preamble
Witnesses play a very fundamental role to achieve success in a criminal trial and to run an
effective and efficient criminal justice system through which perpetrators of crime are made
accountable to law and victims get justice. Criminal courts can only convict accused persons if
they are satisfied that the accused persons are guilty beyond reasonable doubt assessing the
evidence brought by the prosecution to prove or to disprove any fact. Courts place great reliance
upon oral evidence of witnesses which is probed under cross-examination, to test its accuracy,
truthfulness and reliability.
This policy aims to establish cooperation, coordination and communication between and among
criminal justice sector institutions particularly court, police and prosecutor to foster better
witness management in subordinate criminal Courts and Tribunals for reduction of time, cost and
frequency of visit by witnesses and parties to a criminal proceeding and to reduce case backlog.
This policy further aims to expedite criminal trials, shrink possibility of escaping from justice by
the offenders and enhance public trust and confidence upon courts and tribunals through
increasing conviction rate by establishing better witness management.
Lastly, this policy aims to encourage witnesses to attend court proceedings in time by putting
efforts to make courts and tribunals friendly and responsive to the needs and expectations of the
witnesses.

2. Date of coming into force
This policy will come into effect on the date on which the Supreme Court of Bangladesh issues
circular giving effect to it.

3. Extent of this Policy
This policy is to be followed by all subordinate criminal Courts and Tribunals upon which the
High Court Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh exercises superintendence and control
under article 109 of the Constitution of Bangladesh.

4. Definitions
4.1 Code
Code means the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898
4.2 Court
Court means every criminal court and tribunal including court of magistrate upon which the High
Court Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh exercises superintendence and control under
article 109 of the Constitution of Bangladesh.
3
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4.3 Expert witness
Expert witness is a witness who has been called to provide his opinion in connection to a matter
because of his expertise over it.
4.4 General witness
All witnesses, other than the significant witnesses, are general witnesses.
4.5 Government employee
Government employee also includes a former government employee who has already gone into
retirement.
4.6 Intimidated witness
Intimidated witness is a witness who has been threatened of severe consequences by any of the
accused persons or person interested in the case if the witness gives evidence before court in
connection with the same or any other case.
4.7 Official witness
Official witness is a witness who has become witness in a case due to performing his official
duties.
4.8 Significant witness
4.3.1 Significant witness is a witness who has or claim to have witnessed, visually or otherwise,
an offence or part of such an offence or events closely connected with it.
4.3.2 For the purpose of this policy every informant, complainant and victim shall also be
deemed to be a significant witness.
4.9 Special Measures
Special measures are those measures to be provided on to a witness on grounds of fear, threat or
distress about testifying.
4.10 Victim
A victim is a person harmed physically or mentally by an act or omission which constitutes
crime.
4.11 Vulnerable witness
Vulnerable witness is a witness who is under 18 (eighteen) years of age; or a pardanshil lady
who generally does not come before unacquainted persons or persons who are not her family
4
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members; or experiencing mental ill health; or has suffered a significant impairment of
intelligence due to previous physical or mental sickness; or has a physical disability; or is
suffering from a physical disorder; or a person who is infirm due to his age over 70 (seventy)
years.
4.12 Witness
A witness is a legally competent person who has seen, done or been informed something and
gives testimony under oath or affirmation, in person, by oral or written deposition or by affidavit
about what he has seen, done or been informed.
5. Principles to be followed by a court
The following principles shall be, as far as practicable, followed by every court in relation to
managing witnesses:
a) A witness shall not be sent back unexamined for sole inconvenience of a Judge;
b) In no case courts shall send back Official and Expert witnesses unexamined;
c) Subject to the provision of section 265G (2) or 349 (2) or 349A or 350 of the Code, a
witness shall not be examined or cross-examined in different sittings or in different days
without any reasonable cause. However, this provision shall not bar a court from
recalling a witness on a different day who has already been examined or cross-examined
in the same court in connection with the same case for the purpose of re-examination;
d) Court shall not issue summons/warrant upon more witnesses than actually it can examine
in a day;
e) Every witness shall be treated with dignity, fairness and respect and shall be valued for
their contribution in upholding rule of law;
f) Courts shall recognize and be responsive to victims’ and witnesses’ individual needs;
g) Every witness shall be provided with easy access to information about the criminal
justice system.
h) Courts shall ensure that the prosecutors do not return any witness brought by police
without consent of the respective court.
6. Minimum facilities to be offered to witnesses in a court
6.1 Every Judgeship and Magistracy shall endeavor to provide a room in their respective
premises for witnesses to wait for their call from court for examination with adequate sitting and
washroom facilities.
6.2 If, due to shortage of space or lack of infrastructural facilities or for any other reason, it is not
possible for Judgeship and Magistracy to provide a room in their respective premises for
witnesses to wait for their call from court for examination, alternative arrangement may be made
in consultation and cooperation with district administration and police.
6.3 In every witness waiting room there should be a help desk for the witnesses which will serve
as information point for them. The help desk will be manned by the respective Judgeship or
5
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Magistracy. If in a district allocating separate space for witness waiting rooms for Judgeship and
Magistracy is not possible, the District Judge in consultation with the Chief Judicial Magistrate,
shall appoint one or more person(s) as help desk representative(s).
6.4 The help desk representative will maintain a register “RW-I” as provided in the schedule of
this policy to keep an account of the witnesses he receives in the waiting room.
6.5 None, other than the witnesses, will have entrance to the witness waiting room. Help desk
representative shall be responsible for ensuring it.
6.6 Keeping in view the special needs of the women witnesses a portion of the witness waiting
room should be kept separated for exclusive use of women with adequate sitting and washroom
facilities.
6.7 In every Judgeship and Magistracy there shall be a breast feeding corner for female witnesses
with sucking infants.
6.8 In every witness waiting room safe drinking water facility should be provided free of cost.
6.9 As far as practicable, there shall be arrangement of facilities for the physically challenged
witnesses.
6.10 During examination inside the witness enclosure (kathgora) sitting facilities should be
offered to the elderly, infirm and vulnerable witnesses.
6.11 During examination a witness shall be provided with the assistance of an interpreter if he
does not speak the language of the court.
7. Information to be supplied to the witnesses
7.1 Every witness is entitled to receive7.1.1 appropriate/necessary information in a timely manner from a center point of contact
in courts about the nature of the justice process;
7.1.2 what courts expect of him and what he can expect in return;
7.1.3 information relating to support he may receive from court or other agencies which
interact with him; and
7.1.4 practical help in relation to protect himself from the wrath of the accused or other
interested persons where he has been threatened of severe consequences if he shows up as
a prosecution witness in court against the accused persons.
7.2 An information leaflet containing all aspects of a witness’s role in courts, the steps involved
when a witness is asked to attend court to testify, the procedure through which he is likely to go
6
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through in the day in which he has been summoned to give evidence and other relevant
information may be supplied to him at the time when he is served with summons/ warrant. The
said leaflet may also contain easily understandable map of the court house for convenience of the
witnesses to come to the court unassisted.
7.3 Courts may install signboard, digital display board, banner or other information providing
objects containing information mentioned in clause 7.2 in conspicuous places of their respective
premises.
8. Special measures for intimidated and vulnerable witnesses
8.1. The following special measures may be taken by the courts to protect intimidated or
vulnerable witnesses from further victimizationa) Accompanying the intimidated or vulnerable witness to the court by police and use of
a side entrance to enter and leave the court building
b) Providing a separate waiting room for the intimidated or vulnerable witnesses;
c) Placing an opaque screen with small hole in it around the witness box (kathgora)
which prevents the accused persons from seeing the witness but enables the witness to
identify the accused persons in dock. The screen is to be placed in such a way that Judge,
prosecutors and the defence lawyers are able to see the witnesses;
d) In the alternative to arrangements of clause 8.1.c) an intimidated or vulnerable witness
may be allowed to wear mask or veil (if the witness is a woman) covering the face.
8.2. Subject to the amendments of laws governing the area the court may record evidence of
intimidated or vulnerable witnesses through video conferencing.
9. Identification of witnesses in charge sheet, prosecution report or in complaint petitions
9.1. Police shall be asked to submit charge sheet or prosecution report stating, among others,
name of the witnesses, their service identification number (in case of government employees),
personal mobile phone number and e-mail address (if any) by the cognizance court or by the
tribunal taking cognizance.
9.2. Magistrate or the tribunal taking cognizance of a case may refuse cognizance hearing unless
the provision of clause 9.1 is complied with.
9.3 Police shall also be asked to submit personal contact numbers of the informant, victims and
other witnesses of a case in a form of report in which police already has submitted charge sheet
before this policy comes into effect.
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9.4. Chief Judicial/Chief Metropolitan Magistrate shall ensure compliance of clause 9.1 and 9.3
by the police through dialogue with them in every Police-Magistracy Conference required to be
held once in a month.
9.5. In case of complaints to Magistrates under Chapter XVI of the Code the Magistrate may
refuse to issue summons or warrant against the accused under section 204 (1A) of the Code if he
thinks compliance of clause 9.1 is possible, but has not been done by the complainant.
10. Matters to be taken into consideration before summoning a witness
10.1. Courts must take into consideration the following before summoning witnesses on a day(a) the maximum number of witnesses possible to be examined during the court hour on
that day;
(b) whether the presiding officer of the court will remain on leave on that day.
10.2 Courts must not issue summons against more witnesses than the maximum possible number
of witnesses examinable during the court hour on a day. This number varies in accordance with
the abilities of a person, but in general, should not be more than 20 (twenty).
10.3 Before taking leave on a day the presiding officer of a court must see whether any
significant witness, official witness, expert witness or government employee working in Police,
RAB, BGB, department of narcotics, government hospitals or other government departments has
been summoned on that day. If he has been so summoned, the presiding officer shall, upon being
sure about the presence of the witness on that day, inform his controlling officer about the fact
who shall make sure that the judge in charge of that court records evidence of that witness.
10.4 If on a given day the presiding officer of a court feels that due to shortage of time or his
own sickness or for any other reason he is unable to examine all the witnesses present in his
court on that day, he must refer the matter to his controlling officer who shall instantly, by order,
cause the records to be transferred to one or more courts for examining the said witnesses.
10.5 If the Session Judge of a Judgeship or Chief of a Magistracy himself on a given day feels
that due to shortage of time or his own sickness or for any other reason he is unable to examine
all the witnesses present in his court on that day, he must transfer the case records to one or more
courts who have jurisdiction to try the cases, for examining the witnesses.
11. Summons and warrant management in courts
11.1. Courts should generally issue summons to the witnesses at the first instance. However, they
may issue Witness Warrant (W.W.) or Non-bailable Witness Warrant (N.B.W.W.) at the first
instance if necessary.
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11.2 Every Court shall maintain a top sheet shown in “Annexure-A” to be known as
“Summons/Warrant issuance top sheet” and to be attached atop of every case record to track the
issuance of summonses/warrants against the witnesses and the feedback received from police.
11.3. In a given date not more than 5 (five) significant witnesses should be summoned to a court.
Other 15 (fifteen) witnesses to be summoned on that day should be general witnesses.
11.4 Witness Warrant or Non-bailable Witness Warrant shall generally be issued if a witness
does not come before the court after issuance of summonses against him.
11.5 For the purpose of issuance of summonses/warrants every court shall maintain a separate
“Summons/Warrant Dispatch Register” in the form RW-II shown in the schedule of this policy.
11.6 If it is evident from record that even after issuance of several Non-bailable Witness
Warrants a significant witness does not appear before court issuing N.B.W.W., the court shall
refer the matter for discussion and feedback from police in the Police-Magistracy Conference in
the form shown in “Annexure-B”. The Chief Judicial Magistrate or Chief Metropolitan
Magistrate, as the case may be, after receiving the reference cause it to be included in the agenda
of the Conference and after receiving feedback from police over the issue inform the concerned
court about it in the form shown in “Annexure-C”
11.7 If even after referring the matter of non-appearance of witnesses in Police-Magistracy
Conference as stated in clause 11.6 police fail to produce witnesses, the court may issue
N.B.W.W. with a copy of order sheet to the appropriate authority of police to take necessary
steps for producing the witnesses in question. However, court must ensure that on the day fixed
for examining the said witnesses if police produces them, the witnesses are not released
unexamined.
12. Setting same date in several cases for Medical Officers, Investigating Officers and other
government employees who are required to be examined
12.1 Every Judgeship, Magistracy and individual court created under special laws shall prepare a
list of Medical Officers, Investigating Officers and other government employees who have
provided reports in several cases pending in the Judgeship, Magistracy or individual court.
12.2 In every Judgeship and Magistracy a Judicial Officer is to be assigned to prepare the list
mentioned in clause 12.1 in register RW-III shown in the schedule of this policy. The Judicial
Officer so assigned shall be known as “Witness Coordinating Officer” for the purpose of this
policy. Generally the Judge-in charge Nejarat should not be the Witness Coordinating Officer
and the officer appointed in the district Judgeship in this behalf shall act as Witness Coordinating
Officer for individual criminal courts in the district.
12.3 A court before summoning a government employee mentioned in clause 12.1 for examining
him as witness in one case shall see whether the same employee can be summoned for other
cases pending before it on the same date. If the other cases are also in such a stage that the said
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government employee can be examined on the same date, the court shall follow the process
mentioned in clause 12.4 to fix a date for examining him.
12.4 A court before summoning a government employee mentioned in clause 12.1 for examining
him as witness inform it to the Witness Coordinating Officer who shall contact with the
government employee, if his contact number is available, for setting a suitable date for his
examination. Once a date is agreed, the Witness Coordinating Officer shall inform it to the
concerned court, who shall fix the agreed date for examining the said witness.
12.5 The Witness Coordinating Officer shall inform the agreed date to all other courts for
examining the said government employee. Every court then fixes the same agreed date for
examining the said government employee if any case pending before it in which that government
employee is required to be examined as witness.
12.6 Even if the Witness Coordinating Officer fails to make contact with the government
employee as stated in clause 12.4, all courts shall fix the same date through the Witness
Coordinating Officer for examining the same government employee in all cases in which he is
required to be examined as a witness.
12.7 Witness Coordinating Officer shall send a scan copy of summons/warrant to the
government employee, after making with him initial contact, through e-mail. If the government
employee does not have an e-mail address, Witness Coordinating Officer shall ensure serving at
least one copy of summons/warrant as soon as possible through Court Inspector. Courts fixing
the same date for examining the government employee shall issue summons/warrant of other
cases in proper channel.
13. Receiving witnesses at court and sending them to the Public Prosecutors
13.1 Court Inspector after receiving witnesses in GR section shall send the witnesses to the
concerned Public Prosecutor with two copies of “Witness Attendance Sheet” (Hajira), one
original copy and the other carbon copy. In every “Witness Attendance Sheet” (Hajira) the case
number; name of the witnesses and the time when the witnesses have been sent to the Public
Prosecutor shall be clearly written.
13.2 Original copy of the “Witness Attendance Sheet” (Hajira) shall be filed with the concerned
Court. Carbon copy of the same shall be served to the Public Prosecutor along with the
witnesses.
13.3 Every court shall provide information to the GR section at the end of the day about the
status of the witnesses as to whether they have been examined or not.
14. Examination of confessional statement recording Magistrates
14.1 Courts may ignore examination of confessional statements recording Magistrates in light
with the spirit of law enunciated in section 80 of the Evidence Act, 1872.
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14.2 However, if a court finds it compelling for the requirement of special circumstances, it may
issue summons against a confessional statement recording Magistrate for examining him as a
witness.
14.3 If the whereabouts of the Magistrate against whom a summons is to be issued are not
known, and if police fail to provide his present rank and posting, the court shall make an enquiry
through the Witness Coordinating Officer in the concerned section of Ministry of Public
Administration/Justice Division of Ministry of Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs/Supreme
Court of Bangladesh about the Magistrate and after establishing contact with him issue summons
against him.
14.4 If the Magistrate mentioned in clause 14.3 holds high rank and posting in the government
secretariat, and due to his important public duty is unable to manage time in near future to come
to court, the court may order for examining him on Commission.
14.5 To give effect to the Rule 50 of the Criminal Rules and Orders (Practice and Procedure of
Subordinate Courts) 2009 every Witness Coordinating Officer shall maintain a record of the
Judicial Officers who have recorded confessional statement of accused persons under section 164
of the Code in different cases.
14.6 When a Judicial Officer is about to leave the station on transfer or leave for a longer period
than 6 (six) months for any reason, every court shall examine him in cases in which he is
required to give evidence because of recording of confessional statement of accused persons or
for any other reason, if in those cases examination of witnesses has begun.
15. Matters to be taken into consideration while fixing expenses of the witnesses by the
courts and the procedure to provide the same to the witnesses
15.1 When a Magistrate on the application of the complainant or accused, issues a summons to
any witness directing him to attend or to produce any document or other thing, he may, before
summoning any witness on such application, require under section 244 (3) of the Code that his
reasonable expenses, incurred in attending for the purposes of the trial, be deposited in Court.
15.2 When an Executive Magistrate pass a decision under section 145, section 146 or section
147, he may decides to realize expenses incurred in respect of witnesses as mentioned in section
148(3) of the Code.
15.3 When any criminal court thinks fit, it may order payment under section 544 of the Code, on
the part of the government, of the reasonable expenses of the complainant or the witness
attending for the purposes of any inquiry, trial or other proceeding before such court.
15.4 While calculating the reasonable expenses of a witness as described in the preceding
clauses, the following matters should be taken into consideration by the Magistrate:
(a) Actual transportation cost of the witness from place of abode to court and from court
to the same place of abode
11
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(b) the day’s income of the witness from his profession, which he would have earned had
he not been summoned to the court
(c) cost of at least three times moderate meal of the day for the witness
(d) cost of producing any document or other thing in the court by the witness
15.5 When a court orders payment of expenses of witnesses under section 544 of the Code, the
said amount may be drawn from economic code “4899-Other expenses” of the budget of the Law
and Justice Division until the government creates new economic code titled “Expenses of
witnesses”.
15.6 Courts must ensure that as soon as a witness completes testifying, he receives his expenses
from the same court on the same day without any delay.
15.7 Every court must appoint an employee to deal with the matter relating to expenses of the
witnesses. The person so appointed shall make arrangement of funds beforehand in accordance
with the “Witness Attendance Sheet” (Hajira) filed in the said court under clause 13.2 of this
policy.
15.8 Every court shall ensure that any retired government employee who has been called as
witness and has testified before court, gets expenses mentioned in section 544 of the Code.
16. Tender of pardon to the accomplices and recording of their evidence
When an accomplice is tendered pardon under section 337 or 338 of the Code on condition of his
making a full and true disclosure of the whole of the circumstances within his knowledge relative
to the offence, he is to be provided all facilities admissible to a witness under this policy as far as
practicable.
17. Recording of evidence on Commission and adjournment
17.1 In every case in which a commission is issued under section 503 or section 506 of the Code,
the inquiry, trial or other proceeding may be adjourned for a specified time reasonably sufficient
for the execution and return of the commission only when commission is issued against a
significant witness.
17.2 When commission is issued against a Magistrate under clause 14.4 generally the case
should not be adjourned for execution and return of the same.
18. Use of technology in recording evidence
18.1 For speeding up the process and ensuring legibility of recorded text the presiding officer of
a court may record the evidence of a witness by typing the text of the deposition in a computer
using appropriate software.
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18.2 If the presiding officer of a court is unable to take down evidence in aforementioned way by
his own hand, he may cause it to be taken down in writing from his dictation in open court by
one of his staff members who shall type the text of the deposition in a computer using
appropriate software.
18.3 The computer shall have to be installed in the ejlas of the Judge with a dedicated printer.
18.4 Before signing the printed copy of the recorded evidence the concerned Judge must satisfy
himself that the evidence has been recorded in accordance with his direction. The Judge shall
also ensure that the witness has got opportunity to verify its correctness before signing it.
18.5 For every witness one distinctive word file (.doc. or .docx) has to be created. For naming
the file “<Case Number> <Witness number i.e. PW-1 or DW-1> <Date of Examination>” this
format shall has to be followed. All word files containing deposition of witnesses of a case have
to be preserved in a folder having the court name and case number as its label.
19. Imprisonment or committal of person refusing to answer or produce document
If any witness or person called to produce a document or thing before a criminal court refuses to
answer such questions as are put to him or to produce any document or thing in his possession or
power which the court requires him to produce, and does not offer any reasonable excuse for
such refusal, such court should strictly follow the procedure laid down in section 485 of the
Code.
20. Enforcement of punishment for non-attendance by a witness in obedience to summons
20.1 If any witness being summoned to appear before a criminal court without just excuse
neglects or refuses to appear, he shall be strictly dealt with under section 485A of the Code.
20.2 Before dealing with any witness under section 485A of the Code, a Judge must enquire and
satisfy himself that summons /warrants were duly served upon him.
20.3 Though willful disregard of only one summons is sufficient for taking action against a
witness under section 485A of the Code, courts generally take a very lenient view in such cases.
It is desirable that courts must take action against a witness if he disregards three consecutive
summonses or warrants.
21. Courts shall follow special rules of evidence
21.1 Where in any trial under the Code the report of a post-mortem examination is required to be
used as evidence, and the Civil Surgeon or other medical officer who made the report is dead or
is incapable of giving evidence or is beyond the limits of Bangladesh and his attendance cannot
be procured without an amount of delay, expense or inconvenience which, under the
circumstances of the case, would be unreasonable, the courts generally should use such report as
evidence without calling the Civil Surgeon or other medical officer as witnesses as per the
direction given in section 509A of the Code.
13
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21.2 Courts should generally use any document purporting to be a report under the hand of any
Chemical Examiner or Assistant Chemical Examiner to government or any serologist,
handwriting expert, finger print expert or fire-arm expert appointed by the government, upon any
matter or thing duly submitted to him for examination or analysis and report in the course of any
proceeding under the Code as evidence in any trial without calling him as a witness as per
direction given in section 510 of the Code.
21.3 If any court follows the course of clause 21.1 and 21.2 in any trial, it shall give reference of
the concerned section of the Code in its judgment as a reason for doing so.
22. Role of Public Prosecutors in better witness management
22.1 No public prosecutor shall let any prosecution witness go unexamined for sole reason of his
inconvenience.
22.2 If, for any reasonable cause, a Public Prosecutor becomes unable to present the prosecution
witnesses in the concerned court for examination, he shall inform it to the court in writing.
22.3 Every Public Prosecutor, before examination of a prosecution witness is held, shall ensure
the production of alamat, if any, from malkhana, in connection of that witness.
22.4 If courts find that a Public Prosecutor is negligent in performing his duties, it shall refer the
matter to his appointing authority and, if negligent behavior of the Public Prosecutor tantamount
to professional misconduct it shall refer the matter to the concerned authority of Bangladesh Bar
Council under Article 32(2) of the Bangladesh Legal Practitioners and Bar Council Order, 1972
23. Reporting to and Monitoring by the Supreme Court
23.1 For effective implementation of this policy every court shall send a report in every three
months to the Monitoring Cell of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh.
23.2 Monitoring Cell, after summarizing the report, place it before the Monitoring Committee for
Subordinate Courts of the High Court Division for necessary order.
23.3 In every three months Monitoring Cell shall send feedback to the concerned court with the
observation of the Monitoring Committee for Subordinate Courts of the High Court Division on
the report sent by the concerned court.
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Schedule of the policy
Register No. RW-I

Register of Witnesses received in witness waiting room
Name of the District/Metropolitan area....................................
Witness waiting room situated in.............................................
Sl

Date

Name of the
Witness

Gender
of the
witness

1

2

3

4

Court name and
Check
Case no. in
in time
connection of
which the witness
has been
summoned/warrant
ed
5
6

Check
out
time

Signature
/ thumb
impressio
n of the
witnesses

7

8

Register No. RW-II

Summons/Warrant Dispatch Register
Name of the District/Metropolitan area....................................
Name of the Court.....................................................................

Sl

Date

Name of the Witness

Case
No.

Process
type

To whom

1

2

3

4

5

6

How is it
sent (If by
a peon of
the court,
his name)
7

Received
by

Comment

8

9
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Register No. RW-III

Register of Witnesses (Government Employees)
Name of the District/Metropolitan area....................................

Name of the witness

:

Designation

:

Service ID No.

:

Personal Mobile No.

:

E-mail Address

:

GEW No.

:

Cases in which he is required to examine as witness
SL
No.

Case No.

Date of
framing
charge

Name of the Court

Date fixed
for
examination

Comment
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Annexure-A
Summons/Warrant issuance top sheet
Name of the Court...........................................................................
Case No.................................. Corresponding GR/CR/Non-GR case no................................PS case no.................
...............................................................................Vs............................................................................................
SL.

Serial no. & Name
of the witness in
charge sheet or CP

S/W
date

issue

Return
Report

S/W
date

issue

Return
Report

S/W
date

issue

Return
Report

Date
of
examination
of
the
witness

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Note1: PS=Police Station; CP=Complaint Petition; S/W=Summons/WW/NBWW
Note2: In “Return Report” cell write “served” if S/W is duly served, write “N/S” if it is not served and specific
reason like “not found = N/F”; “Staying abroad=SA”; “Addressed Changed=AC”; “Dead” and so on.
Note 3: Use extra sheets, if necessary.
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Annexure-B
Reference to the Police Magistracy Conference
Name of the District/Metropolitan area....................................
Memo:

Date:
Conference no........................... Year............................ Scheduled date .................................

To
The Learned Chief Judicial/Chief Metropolitan Magistrate,
................................................................................................
From
Name:.....................................................................................
Designation:...........................................................................
Subject: Request to include in the agenda of the conference the discussion on the following cases in
regard to presenting witnesses before the court.
SL

Case No.

Name of the witness

Process
issued so far

Steps taken Comment
by the police

Sincerely Yours
(Signature)
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Annexure-C
Feedback from Police Magistracy Conference
Name of the District/Metropolitan area....................................
Memo:

Date:
Conference no........................... Year............................ Held on .................................

To
Name:.....................................................................................
Designation:...........................................................................

From
The Chief Judicial/Chief Metropolitan Magistrate,
................................................................................................
Subject: Feedback from Police Magistracy Conference on the following cases:
Your Memo No........................... Date:...........................................
SL

Case No.

Name of the witness

Steps to be
taken by
police

Name, designation Comment
and contact number
of the concerned
person of police

Sincerely Yours
(Signature)
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